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By Scott Rideout,
Program Manager for Ammunition, 
Marine Corps Systems Command

MARINE CORPS 
PROGRAM MANAGER FOR AMMUNITION

A Note From
the PM 
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the mission, vision, goals and most 
importantly actions we are taking 
to help improve the Ammunition 
Enterprise. An electronic copy can 
be downloaded online: http://imgva.
com/pmammo. If you have thoughts 
for goals, objectives or metrics we 
should include in the next version of 
our strategic plan, please send those 
to: AmmoMail@usmc.mil.

However, rather than use this space 
to reflect on our past year’s accom-
plishments, I am going to use this 
space to provide an organizational 
update and provide food for thought 

It has been just over a year since 
I had been honored to take the 
helm of Program Manager for 

Ammunition (PM Ammo).  Re-
flecting over the past year, we have 
made great strides in improving 
the office across all three mis-
sion areas: Procurement, Inven-
tory Control and Explosives Safe-
ty.  However, much work remains, 
some of which is detailed in the 
USMC Conventional Ammunition 
Strategic Plan for 2015-2018.  

What? You haven’t read the stra-
tegic plan? You should. It lays out 

about how you can help improve 
our Ammunition Enterprise in your 
day-to-day activities.

First, as of Oct. 1, 2015, PM Ammo 
has restructured to improve com-
pliance with Marine Corps Systems 
Command standard structures, but 
more importantly to clarify respon-
sibility and accountability for ac-
complishing our three mission areas. 
Mr. Troy Wright will continue to be 
responsible for ammunition acquisi-
tion with a new title: Product Man-
ager, Ammunition (PdM Ammo). 
Mr. Dennis Zarnesky is now re- Illu
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the Ammunition Enterprise. While 
far from prevalent, a moment of re-
flection is warranted. We need to re-
turn to our customer-focused roots 
of embracing a “yes,” and when ap-
propriate a “yes, if…” culture. What 
is the difference between “no, but” 
and “yes, if ” you may ask? From the 
person who is receiving the com-
munication, it means a world of dif-
ference. “Yes, if ” says in effect that 
you want to satisfy their demand 
and describes what steps need to be 
taken—however difficult they may 
be—before the request can be sat-
isfied. “No, but” says in effect, “no.” 

sponsible for the entire Class V(W) 
worldwide inventory management 
as the Director, Physical Inventory 
Control Point. Under him are two 
Branch Heads, Mr. John Taraschke 
for Inventory Management and 
Systems and Mr. Ned Dachman for 
Plans, Analysis and Evaluation. Mr. 
Mike James is currently acting as the 
Branch Head for Explosives Safety, a 
high grade position which will be 
competed in the near future.  

Second, I have been surprised to 
find some pockets of a “no, but…” 
or even worse a “no” philosophy in 

Please help me further increase the 
reputation of the Ammunition En-
terprise with our fellow Marines by 
always thinking, acting and com-
municating as a “yes, if ” focused 
service provider.

Semper Fi,

Program Manager, 
Ammunition
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“Blood don’t flow without ammo!”—A 
familiar saying amongst the Ammuni-
tion Community. The Marines of the 
GCEITF quickly came to understand 
the distinction of this unique catch-
phrase as they trained at the Marine 
Corps Air Ground Combat Center 
(MCAGCC) 29 Palms this past spring. 
From February through May 2015, 
the Marines of Combat Logistics De-
tachment (CLD), Combat Logistics 
Regiment 15 (CLR-15) established a 
large-scale Field Ammunition Supply 
Point (FASP) in direct support of the 
GCEITF. The CLD Ammo Detach-
ment was made up of 24 Ammuni-

tion Technicians from Ammo Com-
pany, 1st Supply Battalion, CLR-15, 
and 20 external guard-force Marines. 
The FASP, located about 2 miles from 
Camp Wilson in the Gypsum Ridge 
training area, encompassed a wide 
range of Class V(W) Ground Ammu-
nition with 44 Department of Defense 
Identification Codes (DODICs) total-
ing over $15 million. 

Setup 

Preparation for the Gypsum Ridge 
FASP began several months prior to 
departure and included a compre-

hensive Class V(W) storage plan, ar-
rangement of radio communications 
and data connectivity systems and 
coordination with both Total Am-
munition Management Information 
System (TAMIS) and Ordnance In-
formation System (OIS) representa-
tives to activate personnel rights for 
the MMTQ51 Department of De-
fense Activity Address Code . CLD-
15 stepped on deck at the MCAGCC 
on February 10, 2015, and the Ammo 
Detachment pushed out to the then 
empty FASP to begin operational set-
up in preparation for the GCEITF. 
An operations center was established 

Ammunition Marines of the Ground Combat 
Element Integrated Task Force (GCEITF)

By WO Nick Jacobs and Cpl Jeffrey Wagner, 
Combat Logistics Detachment GCEITF Field Ammunition Supply Point
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in the first of the four K-SPAN struc-
tures and housed the Issues and Seg-
regations, Records and Inventory 
Accuracy Control (IAC) sections, as 
well as the Staff Non-Commissioned 
Officer-in-Charge (SNCOIC) and 
Officer-in-Charge (OIC) offices. This 
space was shared with the Guard 
Chief and Communications Marines, 
who became part of the Ammo fam-
ily during the 3-month exercise. Cpl 
Luis G. Gonzales, the CLD Wire 
Chief and radio watch Marine at the 
FASP, said, “I enjoy working with Ma-
rines from other places and MOSs. I 
like meeting new people.” 

Makeshift workspaces took shape 
quickly—complete with several desks, 
printers, wall-mounted whiteboards, 
multiple landline telephones and two 
Non-Secure Internet Protocol Router 
Network (NIPRNet) computers with 
Internet access via a Broadband Glob-
al Area Network terminal. Two par-

allel-run 1070 generators, connected 
directly into the previously existing 
power grid, provided power to all four 
K-SPAN buildings.

The 500-acre FASP compound con-
tains over 20 existing Field Storage 
Units (FSU), eight of which were 
prepared and utilized by the CLD 
Ammo Detachment for the duration 
of the exercise. Preparation involved 
stringing engineering tape, erect-
ing proper explosives safety signs 
for each FSU and ensuring each area 
was clean and ready to receive am-
munition. Over a period of 20 days, 
the FASP received the initial stock of 
ammunition. A team was sent to the 
MCAGCC 29 Palms Central Maga-
zine Area (CMA) each day to receive 
incoming shipments intended for the 
FASP. The Marines offloaded the ship-
ments from tractor-trailers onto the 
hardstands at the CMA, counted and 
signed for over 578 short tons worth 

of munitions and loaded the ammu-
nition onto tactical vehicles for deliv-
ery to the FASP. On the receiving end, 
the Marines at the FASP offloaded 
the munitions and executed the pre-
meditated storage plan. The technical 
expertise, with a focus on safety, and 
keen attention to detail of the Marines 
led to the successful transfer of 544 
pallets of ammunition, totaling over 
1,115,009 individual rounds.        

Operations

Over the course of the exercise, the 
Gypsum Ridge FASP was the cen-
tral source of ammunition for the 
GCEITF. Prior to the start of training 
cycles, Ammunition Holding Areas 
(AHAs) were established at each of 
the three range training areas. Range 
500, training site for the GCEITF’s 
Tanks, AAV and LAV platoons, sus-
tained a stockpile of seven DODICs, 
including A976, 25MM TP-T linked 

9A MARINE CORPS SYSTEMS COMMAND PUBLICATIONPh
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Top Row, Left to Right: 1. FASP personnel photo, 2. Operations Office, 3. LCpl Jayme Hipke, Records Clerk, 4. Cpl Turron Warren conducting a 
material work order for an ammo storage re-work, 5. Cpl Jena Stokes and LCpl Joel Rivera conducting a weekly wall-to-wall inventory. 
2nd Row Left to Right: 1. LCpl Martin Calvario verifies the count prior to on-loading the trucks for shipment, 2. Cpl Jena Stokes, LCpl Joel Rivera, and 
LCpl Martin Calvario conduct an issue, 3. Guard Force Post 2, 4. FASP Operations, Billeting and Chow Hall area, 5. Control Det convoy staged



??
?

3rd Row Left to Right: 1. Control Det convoy staged, 2. Captain Roush (EOD OIC) briefs Ammo Marines the scheme of maneuver for the Control 
Det, 3. Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD)/Ammo Marines begin preparing the junk shot, 4. Wagon wheel the Mine Clearing Line Charge (MICLIC) 
C-4 to prepare the shot, 5. Small arms staged into the empty MICLIC container for the shot. 
4th Row Left to Right: 1. Junk shot prep, 2. Junk shot taking form, 3-4. MICLIC C-4 staging onto the shot, 5. FASP Personnel Photo next to the shot
All Photos By WO Nick Jacobs and Cpl Jeffrey Wagner
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cartridges and C784, 120MM TP-T 
tank cartridges. The Range 107 AHA 
sustained 22 DODICs, including 
A131, 7.62MM 4:1 Ball/Tracer linked 
cartridges and WH05, Practice 
Tube-launched, Optically-tracked, 
Wire-guided (TOW) Missiles, in sup-
port of GCEITF’s Weapons Company. 
The GCEITF’s artillery battery was 
located at the Quackenbush train-
ing area and sustained a full artillery 
load-out of seven DODICs, including 
D529, 155MM High Explosive (HE) 
Projectiles and N340, Point Detonat-
ing Fuzes. 

Balances at the AHAs were tracked by 
daily Logistics Statuses (LOGSTATs) 
and updated on the Range Tracker 
board in the Records/OIC office. The 
board listed the contents of each AHA 
by DODIC and had columns for in-
ventory Balance On Hand (BOH), dai-
ly consumption, Days Of Sustainment 
(DOS) on hand, LOGSTAT BOH 
and identified shortfalls. The CLD’s 
ability to plan and track ammunition 
on hand at the AHAs was the key to 
success for identifying when resup-
plies were needed at each of the AHAs. 
The CLD constantly kept a minimal 3 
DOS worth of Class V(W) assets on 
hand for each individual DODIC. 

Ammunition requests were submit-
ted by the GCEITF Ammo Chief via 
TAMIS, approved by their S-4 and re-
viewed by the FASP’s Records section, 
SNCOIC and OIC. Upon FASP accep-
tance, 1348-1a Issue/Receipt Docu-
ments were generated using OIS and 
pushed down to the Storage section to 
be pulled. “I enjoy it. The days go by 
quickly; I get to do different things… I 
feel like I’m more useful,” commented 
LCpl Joel Rivera, a Storage Marine at 
the FASP from Temecula, CA. Once 
BOHs had been checked for accuracy, 
the documents moved to the Issues 
section for issue to the GCEITF. 

Procedures at the FASP were not al-
ways ASP business as usual; Marines 
with the Ammo Detachment had 
the opportunity to get a look into 
what it takes to be an Ammo Tech 
attached to a Ground Combat Ele-
ment of a Marine Corps Air Ground 
Task Force (MAGTF), as well as par-
ticipate in cross-training both in-
ternally to the FASP and with other 
MOSs. Ammunition was shipped to 
each AHA by the CLD Motor Trans-
portation Platoon, allowing Marines 
from the Ammunition Detachment 
to be part of a convoy and, in some 
cases, even command convoys. Three 
times a week, 96 rounds of D544, 
155MM HE Projectiles, were loaded 
on the FASP’s own Medium Tactical 
Vehicle Replacement and shipped to 
Range 114, the GCEITF’s demolition 
range and home to their Combat En-
gineer Platoon. When I asked Cpl 
Tyler Simpson, the IAC and Truck 
Checkers NCO at the FASP from 
Chatsworth, GA, about his favorite 
part of the training evolution, he said, 

“Range 114. I was able to watch the 
whole training process: the offload, 
dig and demo setup. Oh, and don’t 
forget the BOOM!”

Working outside of the assigned scope, 
the CLD was able to successfully co-
ordinate a condition code hotel Class 
V(W) controlled detonation of their 
own for all of the unsatisfactory am-
munition on hand at the FASP and the 
CMA. Through networking with the 
MAGTF Explosive Ordnance Dispos-
al (EOD) section and the CMA, the 
CLD was able to successfully disposi-
tion more than 123 line items, 73,025 
rounds totaling over 7,700 pounds 
of Net Explosive Weight, saving the 
Marine Corps countless manpower 
time and potential shipping and dis-
position costs. Concurrently, the CLD 
performed the mission-essential task 
of conducting ammunition emergen-
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cy destruction of a FASP, successfully 
training our 2311s.

Cpl Simpson also commented on the 
cross-training that took place within the 
FASP, “I think [the FASP] gives valuable 
experience to Marines and allows them 
to cross-train within their own MOS. It 
really helps them understand how an 
ammunition storage facility is built and 
what it takes to do that.” 

Other in-house MOS training in-
cluded opportunities to work in dif-
ferent sections, creating load-plans, 
determining compatibility and vari-
ous explosives and ammunition-re-
lated classes. 

Several other logistical tasks fell into 
the hands of the Ammo Detachment 
as well, which allowed the Marines to 
learn what it is like to work in an S-4 
shop—knowledge that could be use-
ful to them throughout their careers. 
Coordination with the CLD for flood-
lights, vehicles for ammunition con-
voys and fuel management were key 
factors that contributed to the success 
of the FASP.  

Improvements 

The living compound at the Gypsum 
Ridge FASP was in near-ruin after 
sitting idle for over 2 years. Howev-
er, when the Ammunition Marines 
of CLD-15 took up residence at the 
FASP, they started planning and ex-
ecuting countless improvements to 
both the living facilities and ammu-
nition storage areas. We coordinated 
the improvement of the FASP with 
the Camp Wilson Exercise Logistics 
Coordination Center (ELCC). The 
ELCC sent out civilian contractors 
and General Schedule (GS) employ-
ees to repair various items at the 
FASP to improve living conditions 
and exercise supportability for cur-
rent and future ammunition detach-

ments. These improvements includ-
ed several repairs to the K-SPAN 
berthing facilities, such as replacing 
broken windows and installing ven-
tilation hoses and vents for use with 
BOO14 HVAC units. In addition, 
over 2 miles of crushed asphalt was 
laid to directly ship ammunition to 
the FASP. As mentioned previously, 
ammunition had to be processed and 
arduously transferred to tactical vehi-
cles through the CMA; the roadwork 
improvements will positively impact 
future FASP operational efficiency. 
Furthermore, significant improve-
ments to the existing power and data 
infrastructure were made.

An overwhelming success, the CLD-
run FASP set the example as a model 
large-scale ammunition operation for 
years to come. Talks are underway 
of further improving the compound 
and even possibly reopening the area 
as a permanent FASP, supported by a 
rotation of 2311s on Temporary Ac-
tive Duty from 1st and 2nd Marine 
Logistics Groups. 

No matter the fate of the Gypsum 
Ridge FASP, the spring training evo-
lution in support of the GCEITF 
was of significant importance to our 
Ammunition Community. Whenev-
er we get the chance to get out there, 
train with our Marines and show the 
rest of the Corps what we do, we are 
contributing to the future success 
of this community. Even the Com-
munications Marines gained some 
insight into our world—Cpl Gonza-
les commented, “I learned that you 
don’t just ask for ammo and get it; 
there’s a lot of moving parts that go 
along with it—logistics, embark, re-
cords, etc. Before, I honestly thought 
you just say ‘Hey, I need ammo,’ and 
you get it.” It is with these small vic-
tories that Ammunition Marines 
will continue to expertly support the 
mission for generations to come.

13A MARINE CORPS SYSTEMS COMMAND PUBLICATION
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Explosives Qualifications and Certifications
Program (eQual) Updates Fall 2015

By Mr. Ralph Harris, Explosives Safety Specialist, Marine Corps Systems Command, 
PM Ammunition, PMM116, and Capt Gayle Morrell, Explosives Safety Specialist, 
Marine Corps Systems Command, PM Ammunition, PMM116

This is to inform the commu-
nity of updated information 
regarding the Personnel Ex-

plosives Qualifications and Certifi-
cations Program (eQual) for Class V 
Ammunition and Explosives, effec-
tive October 1, 2015.

The new fiscal year marks the date 
for the death of the hard copies 
when it comes to qualification cer-
tification.  As the Marine Forces 
(MARFORs) slapped the table and 
mandated that as of Oct. 1 all qual-
ification certification will be done 
through eQual, it has marked the 
way forward in a paperless fashion.  

Now that everyone is starting to use 

the program, we are able to fix any 
bugs or glitches with the system.  We 
are also able to make any changes in 
support of the needs of the fleet.  For 
clarification purposes, Oct. 1 is the 
deadline for all users to be in eQual.  
However, it is not expected that every 
unit will be perfect.  There are grow-
ing pains with all new systems, and we 
are diligently working every issue that 
comes our way.   For clarification pur-
poses, the Explosive Safety Inspection 
(ESI) inspectors will only be inspect-
ing eQual for Program 2 evaluations.  
No hard copies are authorized.   As 
the program evolves and improves, 
best practices and general informa-
tion will be sent to the MARFORs, 
Marine Corps Installations and Ex-

plosive Safety Officers to be filtered 
down.  However, if you are experienc-
ing any issues or need to request train-
ing, please use the following points of 
contact to address your issue:

Primary:

Mr. Ralph Harris
Explosives Safety Specialist
(703) 432-8925
ralph.harris@usmc.mil

Secondary:

Capt Gayle Morrell
Explosives Safety Specialist
(703) 432-8785
gayle.l.morrell@usmc.mil

Screenshot of eQual Homepage
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GUNNERY SERGEANT 
EDWIN W. JOHNSON, JR. 

AMMUNITION TECHNICIAN 
OF THE YEAR AWARDS 

RECEPTION
By MGySgt Larry Freetage, 

Senior Enlisted Advisor, 
Program Manager for Ammunition

The Marine Corps Association 
and Foundation (MCA&F) 
and the National Museum of 

the Marine Corps recently hosted 
the Ammunition Technician of the 
Year Awards Reception for the 2014 
calendar year. Ammunition Tech-
nicians and Ammunition Officers 
from all corners of the globe, along 
with retired ammunition person-
nel, MCA&F Representatives and 
Ammunition Industry Corporate 
sponsors, gathered to honor the 5th 
Annual Ammunition Technician of Ph
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the Year Award recipients. This year’s 
Guest of Honor was LtGen Ronald 
Coleman, USMC (RET), who pre-
sented awards to the recipients and 
spoke one-on-one with many in at-
tendance. During the course of the 
evening, four awards were presented:

• The 2014 Gunnery Sergeant Ed-
win W. Johnson, Jr. Memorial 
Ammunition Technician Marine 
of the Year Award for Superior 
Achievement, presented to LCpl 
Harlee Bradford, Ammunition 
Company, Camp Lejeune, NC;

• The 2014 Gunnery Sergeant Ed-
win W. Johnson, Jr. Memorial Am-
munition Technician Non-Com-
missioned Officer (NCO) of the 
Year Award for Professional Ex-
cellence, presented to Sgt Richard 
LeCompte, BLT 2/1, 11th MEU, 
Camp Pendleton, CA;

• The 2014 Gunnery Sergeant Ed-
win W. Johnson, Jr. Memorial 
Ammunition Technician Senior 
Non-Commissioned Officer 
(SNCO) of the Year Award for 
Distinguished Service, presented 
to SSgt Kenneth Kahalewai, CLB-
7 (FWD), MED – Afghanistan, 
Camp Pendleton, CA; and

• The 2014 Ammunition Officer of 
the Year Award for Exceptional 

Management, presented to CWO2 
Michael Ruegger, CLR 15, IMEF, 
Camp Pendleton, CA.

The Gunnery Sergeant Edwin W. 
Johnson, Jr. Ammunition Techni-
cian of the Year Awards are dedi-
cated in the remembrance of one of 
our own. GySgt Edwin Wayne John-
son, Jr. was Killed In Action when 
his Embedded Training Team was 
ambushed during a patrol in Kunar 
Province, Afghanistan, in support 
of Operation Enduring Freedom on 
Sept 8, 2009. The award presentation 
allowed us the opportunity to honor 
a fallen comrade, as well as pay trib-
ute to our finest Ammunition Tech-
nicians in the Marine Corps today.

All recipients were honored for their 
superior personal achievements in 
the course of their duties during 2014. 
Commander, Marine Corps Systems 
Command, BGen Joseph Shrader 
takes great pleasure in supporting 
this award every year. Although he 
was unable to be in attendance this 
year, he challenges Ammo Techs/Of-
ficers to be next in line.

LtGen Coleman (RET) had very in-
spirational comments to say about 
what an honor it was to receive the 

prestigious award in memory of 
GySgt Johnson. He reflected back 
on his time as the Supply Battal-
ion Commander and spoke to the 
facts on how many times he was 
honored to command such a good 
group of Marines he had in Am-
munition Company. He also stated 
that Ammo Techs have and always 
will, hold a special place in his 
heart, for their dedication to duty 
and the Corps. LtGen Coleman 
(RET) challenged all Marines in 
attendance to be the one standing 
on the stage next year to receive 
this award.

In BGen Shrader’s absence, LtGen 
Coleman (RET), along with our 
corporate sponsors, presented the 
recipients with their awards.

I would also like to extend a special 
thank you to Ms. LeeAnn Mitchell 
and her staff for helping make our 
Ammunition Awards Reception a 
huge success. Their professional at-
titudes and unwavering support go 
unmatched.

Semper Fi,
MGySgt Larry Freetage
Senior Enlisted Advisor

Program Manager for Ammunition

17A MARINE CORPS SYSTEMS COMMAND PUBLICATION
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A lot of marines do not know 
about the Ammunition Working 
Group (AWG), what it is, what it 
does and how it plays into training, 
Future Years Defense Plan, funding, 
procurement, etc. This article will 
attempt to explain how it fits in with 
Class V(W). 

Background. In accordance with 
MCO 8000.7A Marine Corps Mu-
nitions Requirements Process (MC-
MRP), the AWG was officially char-
tered and established on Aug. 4, 2015. 
Training expenditures are outpacing 
programmed funding through the 
Future Years Defense Plan cycle and 
inventories are insufficient to fully 
support both the war-reserve and 
training requirements for a handful 
of munitions. The most serious exam-
ple of this is 155MM HE ammunition 
where training expenditures will be-
gin to consume war reserve munitions 
by FY18 if training expenditures and 
procurement continue as planned.

Purpose. The AWG serves as the 
principal forum for developing and 
evaluating new approaches for im-
proving the processes and procedures 

within the MCMRP and to identify, 
review and resolve ammunition issues. 
The primary AWG responsibility is 
establishing a common understand-
ing of munitions requirements devel-
opment, helping to build consensus 
among advocates and reviewing and 
making recommendations to Deputy 
Commandant, Combat Development 
and Integration (DC, CD&I) through 
the Capability Portfolio Management 
(CPM) process.

Organization. To promote con-
sensus and integration across the 
Marine Corps, AWG membership 
shall consist of representatives from 
Deputy Commandant for Plans, Pol-
icies, and Operations (DC, PP&O), 
Deputy Commandant for Installa-
tions and Logistics (DC, I&L), Dep-
uty Commandant for Programs and 
Resources (DC, P&R), Marine Corps 
Systems Command (MARCORSY-
SCOM), Training and Education 
Command (TECOM) and Marine 
Corps Forces Component Com-
mands (MARFORs). Ad hoc mem-
bership will be on an “as required” 
basis. The DC, CD&I Ammunition 
Requirements Officer serves as the 
Chairman of the AWG and may 
task-organize the AWG as deemed 

appropriate to the issues being dis-
cussed and/or reviewed. The AWG 
may also use advisory members or 
establish and charter designated sub-
groups to undertake specific studies 
or reviews targeting actionable and 
measurable outcomes. Such charters 
for each subgroup will be appended 
to the AWG charter. The AWG will 
receive oversight and governance 
from pre-existing bodies associated 
with CPM. These bodies are the Ca-
pability Portfolio Integration Board 
(CPIB), the Capability Portfolio 
Review Board (CPRB) and the Ma-
rine Corps Requirements Oversight 
Council (MROC).

Tasks and Responsibilities. At 
a minimum, the AWG will review 
and make recommendations to DC, 
CD&I through the CPIB/CPRB con-
cerning all munitions requirements 
development issues at the following 
points within the MCMRP: 

• Following Munitions Requirement 
Process Implementation Guidance 
from the Office of the Secretary 
of Defense (OSD) for any given 
Program Objective Memorandum 
(POM) cycle

• Prior to submission of the 

AMMUNITION WORKING GROUP
By Gunnery Sergeant Ronald A. Everson, MAGTF Ammunition Capabilities Chief, Ammunition Integration 
Requirements Chief, Logistics Integration Division, Capabilities Development Directorate, DC Combat 
Development & Integration



Total Munitions Requirement 
(TMR) to OSD

• For any unresolved issue that 
requires a MROC decision

• Chairman, AWG will:
- Schedule and lead AWG meetings
- Establish administrative and 

procedural arrangements
- Determine the agenda and 

ensure appropriate issues and/or 
concerns are addressed

- Designate lead responsibility 
for staff proposals and 
presentations

- Present current proposals and 
issues to the semi-annual GCE 
Conference and Ground Board 
in order to gain consensus 
from the largest consumers 
of conventional ground 
ammunition

• AWG Members will:
- Develop and submit 

munitions requirements 
issues for consideration.

- Advise the Chairman and 
other members of the 
AWG of policies, programs, 
initiatives, techniques, 
procedures and processes 
that are proposed or 
underway within their 
organizations

- Assist the Chairman in 
formulating positions on 
ammunition issues and 
programs

- Support initiatives, studies 
and analyses of maintenance 
operations as determined by 
the AWG

Itinerary. The AWG shall collabo-
rate with the appropriate Joint agen-
cies and Marine Corps organizations 
with a particular focus on: policy 
and procedures, requirements devel-
opment, acquisition, total life cycle 
management and manpower and 
personnel training. The AWG shall 
balance efforts on operational and lo-
gistical support of enterprise ground 
ammunition. Items of concentration 
include, but are not constrained to:

• Long-term goals and policy 
recommendations that encompass 
strategic concepts of employment, 
support ground ammunition 
planning efforts and maximize 
sustainment of the ammunition 
stockpile

• Provide training continuum 
recommendations and examine 
ways to economize and improve 
training that develops competence 

without jeopardizing training 
quality and inventory levels

• Recommend ammunition policies 
and concepts that inculcate 
the Doctrine, Organization, 
Training, Material, Leadership and 
Education, Personnel, Facilities 
and Policy process

• Exchange innovative ideas and 
better business practices that will 
improve the ground ammunition 
enterprise

Way Ahead. The next AWG is 
scheduled for Dec. 1 – 2, 2015. AWG 
agenda will cover, but is not limited to:

• TMR calculation and 
composition review

• PP&O Prioritization List 
reassessment

• Identify and review critical 
inventory shortfalls

• Develop mitigation strategies and 
affordability Courses Of Action 

• Review 155MM HE issues
• Live fire training ammunition 

expenditure analysis and potential 
reduction alternatives

• 40MM/60MM/81MM Practice-
HE training ratio

• POM-17 status and POM-18 
development
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SAFETY COMPLIANCE PROGRAM

THE MARINE CORPS

By Crane Dauksys, Explosives Safety Specialist, Environmental and Explosives Safety (EES) Team, 
Program Manager, Ammunition (PMM-116), Marine Corps Systems Command
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Explosives Safety Compliance Program Background

The service-level safety center responsibilities 
for all Marine Corps explosives safety matters 
is delegated to the Commander, Marine Corps 

Systems Command (COMMARCORSYSCOM) via the 
Marine Corps Safety Program (MCO 5100.29B).  That 
mission is further delegated to the Environmental and 
Explosives Safety (EES) team at Program Manager, Am-
munition (PM Ammo), who provides executive agen-
cy management and oversight functions to the Marine 
Corps Explosives Safety Management Program (ESMP).  
PM Ammo also represents the Marine Corps on all 
joint-service and Department of Defense (DoD) level 
forums and provides the Marine Corps voting board 

members to the Department of Defense Explosives Safe-
ty Board (DDESB).  A critical piece of the Marine Corps 
ESMP is the Explosives Safety Compliance Program. 

Historically, the Naval Ordnance Safety and Security 
Activity (NOSSA) has managed the Department of the 
Navy (DON) Explosives Safety Compliance Program.  
In coordination with COMMARCORSYSCOM, NOSSA 
would assess both the compliance and the effectiveness 
of Marine Corps Explosives Safety Programs during the 
biennial Explosives Safety Inspection (ESI) conducted 
by NOSSA’s Explosives Safety Support Office, Atlantic 
or Pacific. Although the inspections were conducted in 

Explosives



a professional manner, the very process that evaluated 
the Marine Corps ESMP received limited participation 
from the service-level safety center tasked to manage 
the program; the EES Team had a very limited “observer” 
role in the ESI process.  

The EES Team, in consultation with the Marine Corps 
Explosives Safety Council, concluded that the Marine 
Corps should conduct its own compliance evaluations as 
a natural progression of the maturity of the Marine Corps 
ESMP.  Transitioning ESI responsibilities to the Marine 
Corps would fully integrate its own explosives safety pro-
fessionals into the process.  Additionally, by including the 
Marine Corps Installations Command regional Explo-
sives Safety Officer into the evaluation process, our ex-
plosives safety community would be more engaged and 
responsive to the explosives safety posture/needs at each 
installation.  The consensus, unanimously reached by this 
forum, was assumption of full management responsibili-
ties for ESIs by PM Ammo would enhance the efficiencies 
and effectiveness of the overall ESMP.

In February 2014, PM Ammo submitted a formal request 
to assume full ESI management responsibilities for the 
Marine Corps to COMMARCORSYSCOM.  It was staffed 
via the Marine Corps Action Tracking System (MCATS) 
to the relevant Marine Corps Deputy Commandant of-
fices and the office of the Director, Marine Corps Staff for 
adjudication. The MCATS feedback validated the request 
and the Commander issued a decision memorandum di-
recting PM Ammo to assume full management responsi-
bilities for ESIs aboard Marine Corps installations, effec-
tive October 1, 2014 (Fiscal Year (FY) 15). 

Marine Corps Explosives Safety Compliance Program    
                             
As directed by the Decision Memorandum, MAR-
CORSYSCOM published the Marine Corps Explosives 
Safety Compliance Program (MCO 8020.14) detailing 
the Marine Corps ESI process. The Order provides guid-
ance, policy development and compliance oversight for 
the conduct of Marine Corps ESIs to ensure compliance 
with DoD and DON explosives safety standards. 

In order to facilitate a smooth transition from the NOS-
SA Explosives Safety Compliance Program to the Ma-
rine Corps Explosives Safety Compliance Program, the 
conduct of the ESI has basically remained unchanged 
from the NOSSA process. However, there are a number 

of minor and a few significant program changes as a re-
sult of the transition. The following is a summary of the 
program changes:

• The program migrated from the NOSSA Explosives Safe-
ty Compliance System  to the PM Ammo EES Web 
Portal under the Explosives Safety Compliance tab.

• Program evaluation guides will reside on the EES Web 
Portal.

• The Marine Corps Environmental Compliance Eval-
uation for munitions is now being conducted during 
the ESI as Program 7.

• Program 8, Arms and Ammunition Physical Securi-
ty, has been re-instated but is limited to Station Ord-
nance and Ammunition Supply Points. Armories and 
the Provost Marshal’s Office will be inspected during 
the Field Supply and Maintenance Analysis Office in-
spection and Deputy Commandant, Plans, Policies 
and Operations, Security Division via the Marine 
Corps Inspector General, respectively. 

• The Marine Corps Military Working Dog Program, 
as it applies to ammunition and explosives, has been 
added to Program 9.

• The current 15 ESI programs and elements have been 
retained with minor modifications; evaluation guide 
format has been modified and additional questions/
elements are being added to address Marine Corps 
specific programs. 

• PM Ammo is inspecting Program 15 at Marine Corps 
Class V(W) ground activities. Naval Supply Systems 
Command Global Logistics Support Ammo continues 
to inspect Program 15 for Marine Corps Air Station 
Class V(A) activities. 

• Marine Corps Installation Regional Commands will 
now be evaluated under the Marine Explosives Safety 
Compliance Program.

• Service Component Commanders are being evaluated 
to ensure Explosives Safety Munitions Risk Manage-
ment and Munitions Risk Assessments are being con-
ducted in support of operational and exercise plan-
ning per CJCSI 4360.01A.

• Inspection methodology and grading criteria restructure.

By far, the most significant change to the program is the 
restructure of the inspection methodology and grading 
criteria.  Historically, the NOSSA ESI Team determined 
an overall unsatisfactory rating if, based on an assess-
ment of the programs and elements inspected, there was 
evidence of a systemic breakdown in explosives safety 
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program processes.  Systemic breakdown was deter-
mined subjectively by the ESI Team.  In addition to sys-
temic process breakdown, four pillar programs within 
the ESI Evaluation Guide were recognized as the foun-
dation of a strong Explosives Safety Program:

• Program 01 (Command Administration and Management)
• Program 02 (Qualification and Certification)
• Program 03 (Standard Operating Procedures)
• Program 15 (Inventory Management/Accuracy)

Failure of any one of these four programs resulted in 
an overall unsatisfactory rating on the ESI. The Marine 
Corps Compliance Program replaces the pillar program 
concept with a risk based methodology to identify sys-
temic breakdown of explosives safety program processes.

Risk Based Inspection Methodology

The DDESB defines Explosives Safety Management as a 
risk management process that addresses potential proba-
bilities and consequences of mishaps involving DoD mil-
itary munitions; therefore, the EES Team and the Explo-
sives Safety Council concluded that the way forward in 
the development of the Marine Corps Explosives Safety 
Compliance Program was to establish a system that inte-
grates risk management into 
the ESI process.  The deci-
sion to develop a risk based 
methodology was substan-
tiated by the subsequent 
release of the DON Safety 
Program (SECNAVINST 
5100.10K) which directs 
Naval safety to incorporate 
Program Risk Analysis in 
the assessment of safety pro-
grams and to prioritize cor-
rective actions using a risk-
based approach. 

The Marine Corps Risk 
Based ESI methodology is a 
qualitative risk assessment 
that provides a standard 
method for the identifica-
tion and classification of ex-
plosives safety findings in a 
simple but effective format 
to facilitate the ESI. Each 

finding is initially assessed using an Event Tree Analysis 
(ETA) to assess potential explosives safety hazard sever-
ity or negative operational impact. Once the potential 
severity is identified, probability of occurrence is an-
alyzed and the results of the assessment are recorded 
as a Risk Assessment Code (RAC) and applied to the 
finding. The resulting RAC code assists the ESI team 
in determining the overall severity of the finding and 
is considered during the rating criteria process.

The potential explosives safety hazard severity or nega-
tive operational impact of the finding is analyzed using 
the ETA.  The ETA is a logic based method for identify-
ing accident scenarios, modified to analyze explosives 
safety findings. It begins with a given initiating failure 
event (finding) and develops the resulting sequence of 
possible events. The methodology does not replace sub-
jectivity, but assists us in analyzing the routes by which 
an accident can occur and examining the consequences 
of noncompliance. Severity classification is based on the 
DON mishap classifications found in MCO P5102.1B.  
Probability of mishap occurrence is assessed using the 
qualitative risk assessment probability table found in 
DoD Standard Practice System Safety (MIL-STD-882E).  
The EES team developed an additional causal factor col-
umn to the probability table that correlates a number of 



causal factors or actions it may take to initiate a mishap 
to the probability categories. The causal factor column 
was developed as a guide when probability is in question.   

Upon determining the potential explosives safety hazard 
severity and probability of occurrence, a RAC is applied 
to each finding per the DoD Risk Assessment Matrix 
found in MIL-STD-882E. The finding is then assigned 
a risk category of HIGH, SERIOUS, MEDIUM, or LOW 
risk, per the matrix.  

ESI Rating Criteria and Corrective Actions

The Marine Corps ESI rating criteria is based on the to-
tal number of findings across all programs and the re-
spective risk categories of each finding.  As depicted in 
Figure 1, two HIGH risk findings, or the numeric equiv-
alent of two HIGH risk findings, will result in an overall 
unsatisfactory on the ESI.  One HIGH risk finding, or 
numeric equivalent within any one program, will result 
in that program being unsatisfactory.  
 

HIGH and SERIOUS risk findings are considered 
Explosives Safety Critical findings. HIGH risk find-
ings must be corrected or mitigated immediately.  
SERIOUS risk findings must be corrected or mitigat-
ed within 48 hours. 

Summary

As this edition of Ammunition Quarterly goes to print, 
the PM Ammo EES Team will be completing the first 
year (FY15) of conducting Marine Corps ESIs. All in-
spections to date have gone extremely well with no 
unsatisfactory results. Feedback from the explosives 
safety community and installation Commanders per-
taining to the inspection process has been very pos-
itive.  In the next edition of the Ammunition Quar-
terly, we will publish a summary of FY15 ESI findings, 
and discuss observations identified during the first 
year of the Marine Corps ESI.  If you have any specific 
questions concerning the new process, please contact 
the PM Ammo EES Team.
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How are allowances calculat-
ed?  How does my unit get 
more ammo? Why do units 

have allowances left over at the end 
of the year?

The Ammunition Branch, Training 
and Education Command (TECOM), 
in Quantico, Virginia, manages and 
distributes ammunition training al-
lowances for the entire Marine Corps.  
LtCol Bill Lanham was assigned as 
the Ammunition Officer at TECOM 
and offers these answers to the allow-
ance related questions.  

How are ammunition allowances 
calculated?  Training ammunition 
allowances are calculated using 
Training and Readiness (T&R) 
Manua--ls.  The T&R Manuals 
contain the fundamental common 
knowledge and individual skills 
required of a Marine to act as part 
of a unit and accomplish the unit’s 
combat mission.  The T&R Manual 
is not intended to be an encyclope-
dia that contains every detail of how 
to accomplish training.  Instead, it 
identifies the minimum standards 
that Marines must perform in com-
bat.  The T&R Manual is a funda-
mental tool for commanders to 
build and maintain unit readiness.  

When ammunition is required to 
perform a critical skill, the T&R 
Manual will contain an ammuni-
tion appendix that identifies the 
amount of ammunition sufficient 
to conduct annual training.

TECOM uses the term “standards 
based allowances” to describe the 
origin of ammunition allowanc-
es.  The allowances distributed 
are based on training standards 
to ensure each unit receives suffi-
cient ammunition to accomplish 
training.  The benefit of a stan-
dards based allowance is that the 
allowance will reset each fiscal 
year regardless of the amount of 
ammunition expended.  Prior to 
the standards based allowances, 
the allowances were factored us-
ing a consumption method.  This 
method led to problems such as 
the “mad moment,” where ammu-
nition was expended at the end of 
the year with no purpose except to 
increase quantities for expenditure 
reports to justify more ammunition 
for the next year.  The standards 
based method is more effective and 
makes better use of America’s re-
sources – our ammunition.

How does my unit get more ammo?  

A unit submits a Special Allowance 
Request (SAR) through the chain of 
command to get more ammo.  Spe-
cial allowances are intended to pro-
vide additional quantities of ammu-
nition to conduct training beyond 
the prescribed annual allowance.  In 
most instances, a request for special 
allowances can be supported by dis-
tributing allowances from within 
the hierarchy of units.  Each level of 
hierarchy has the authority to re-dis-
tribute ammunition internal to that 
hierarchy in order to satisfy the SAR.  
SARs are usually supported at the 
lowest hierarchy level.  The Marine 
Corps Forces (MARFOR) has the 
authority to submit the SAR to TE-
COM when redistribution within the 
MARFOR cannot satisfy the request.  

Why do units have allowances left 
over at the end of the year? Unit 
leaders are encouraged to evaluate 
their unit and train the unit accord-
ing to the Commander’s assess-
ment of proficiency.  Flexibility is a 
characteristic essential to a training 
plan.  The unit leader determines 
how to conduct the training using 
a combination of simulation and 
live fire validation for specific stan-
dards.  The annual training allow-
ances are intended to give flexibili-

AMMUNITION
ALLOWANCES
By LtCol Bill Lanham, Deputy, Program Manager for Ammunition, PM Ammo, 
PMM-116 Marine Corps Systems Command, and Mr. Bob Ronnell, 
Training Ammunition Branch Deputy, Training & Education Command G4, Quantico, VA



ty for unit leaders while developing 
training plans.  Nearly every unit 
will have ammunition allowances 
left over at the end of the year – it 
is okay to have allowances left over.  
Some common factors that influ-
ence the amount of ammunition 
expended are:  

• Geography:  Proximity to training 
ranges and the amount of logistics 
required to get the unit to the live 
fire range

• Environmental: Fires, floods, 
weather and locality all have an in-
fluence on the ability to train with 
live ammunition

• Personnel: The proficiency and turn-
over of unit members can influence 
the frequency of unit level training

• Other factors, such as range avail-
ability and equipment readiness, 
may also influence the ability for a 
unit to train

The ammunition allowances provid-
ed in the unit’s Total Ammunition 
Management Information System 
(TAMIS) account are more than suf-
ficient to accomplish training con-
sidered necessary by the T&R Man-
ual standards.  The annual allowance 
accommodates forecasting, remedia-
tion and any combination of training 

events from the T&R Manual.  It is 
expected that a unit will expend less 
than 100% of the training allowance.  
More information about redistri-
bution and the SAR process can be 
found in MCO 8011.5A.

Points to remember about ammu-
nition allowances are: a unit is not 
expected to expend 100% of their 
annual allowance; allowances “reset” 
each year regardless of how much 
or how little the unit expended last 
year; and if you need more ammo, 
it can most likely be redistributed 
from higher headquarters using the 
SAR procedures.
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Inadvertent initiation and det-
onation of our munitions can 
result in severe property dam-

age, serious injury and loss of life.  
Catastrophic losses from incidents 
similar to the one in Doha, Kuwait 
(1991), which killed three, injured 
49 personnel and destroyed $15 mil-
lion in equipment, is one example 
that has led to the Insensitive Muni-
tions (IM) requirement. 
 
IM requirements are set forth in 
U.S. Code, Title 10, Subtitle A, Part 
IV, Chapter 141, Section 2389: “The 
Secretary of Defense shall ensure, to 
the extent practicable, that insensi-
tive munitions under development 
or procurement are safe throughout 
development and fielding when sub-
ject to unplanned stimuli.”

The DA54 was developed to be an IM 
solution for the legacy 155mm HE 

Projectile, D529.  The DA54 utiliz-
es Insensitive Munitions Explosives 
(IMX)-101 explosive as the main fill 
in place of TNT explosive main fill.  
The shock attenuating lifting plug 
was replaced with a meltable lifting 
plug to allow for warhead venting.

Due to the improvements to the 
155mm HE Projectile to reach 
IM compliance, the 
unit cost increased by 
approximately 30 per-
cent.  The majority of 
the costs are due to the 
increased material costs 
of the IM explosive as 
well as the added costs 
for the Load, Assembly 
and Packaging (LAP) op-
erations.  The LAP oper-
ations were impacted by 
environmental concerns 
with the IMX explosives 

as well as longer processing time for 
incorporating the IMX-104 transfer 
charge into the projectile.  The addi-
tion of a pallet cover to accommo-
date the meltable lifting plug also 
contributed to the increased cost.  
While the increased unit cost is un-
desirable, the safety of personnel is 
invaluable.  

Requirement for
Insensitive Munitions

By CWO3 Todd J. White, Assistant Program Manager, Artillery & Fuzes,
Program Manager for Ammunition, Marine Corps Systems Command
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SUBJ/FY16 CLASS SCHEDULE FOR THE USMC AMMUNITION COURSES (MOS 2311)
R 101131Z SEP 15
UNCLASSIFIED//
REF/A/MSGID:DOC/MCO P1000.6G/06MAY1999//
REF/B/MSGID:DOC/CMC/01APR11//
NARR/REF (A) IS THE ASSIGNMENT, CLASSIFICATION, AND TRAVEL SYSTEM
MANUAL/REF (B) IS MCO 1553.2B, MANAGEMENT OF MARINE CORPS FORMAL
SCHOOLS AND TRAINING DETACHMENTS/
POC/MCMILLAN/CAPT/BRAVO CO ACADEMICS OFFICER/804-734-5466
MICHAEL.S.MCMILLAN2.MIL@MAIL.MIL (DSN 687)
POC/PRICE/CWO5/COURSE
DIRECTOR/804-734-5554/ADAM.C.PRICE6.MIL@MAIL.MIL (DSN 687)
POC/HURDLE/MGYSGT/SNCOIC/804-734-5553/TOBY.A.HURDLE.MIL@MAIL.MIL (DSN
687)
RMKS/1. SITUATION. THIS MESSAGE ANNOUNCES THE CLASS SCHEDULE FOR THE
AMMUNITION NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICER MOBILE TRAINING TEAM
(MTT)(USMC)(A14GPKM) AND AMMUNITION MANAGER (USMC)(A14GPL6).
2. MISSION. TO PROVIDE EFFECTIVE AND EFFICIENT INTERMEDIATE AND
CAREER-LEVEL TRAINING FOR MOS 2311, IN ORDER TO DEVELOP AMMUNITION
PERSONNEL WHO ARE CAPABLE OF MEETING WARTIME REQUIREMENTS.
3. EXECUTION.
3.A.  THE AMMUNITION NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICER MTT (USMC) COURSE CLASS
DATES ARE AS FOLLOWING:
CLASS # LOCATION CONVENE GRADUATE
001-16 CAMP LEJEUNE NC 22FEB16 02MAR16
002-16 OKINAWA JP 04APR16 13APR16
003-16 CAMP PENDLETON CA 06JUN16 15JUN16
004-16 TWENTYNINE PALMS 01AUG16 10AUG16
3.B.  THE AMMUNITION MANAGER (USMC) COURSE CLASS DATES ARE FOLLOWING:
CLASS# LOCATION REPORT CONVENE GRADUATE
001-16 FORT LEE VA 06MAR16 07MAR16 22MAR16
002-16 FORT LEE VA 07AUG16 08AUG16 23AUG16
4. ADMINISTRATION AND LOGISTICS.
4.A. ADMINISTRATION.
4.A.1. ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION FOR THE AMMUNITION NONCOMMISSIONED
OFFICER MTT (USMC) COURSE:
4.A.1.A. COURSE CURRENTLY CONSISTS OF 8 TRAINING DAYS. HOWEVER, A
REVISED POI IS IN THE APPROVAL PROCESS, AND IF APPROVED, WILL
INCREASE THE COURSE LENGTH TO 18 TRAINING DAYS. APPROVAL IS
ANTICIPATED WITHIN THIS FY AND WILL RESULT IN THE LENGTHENING OF ALL
REMAINING CLASSES TO 18 TRAINING DAYS.
4.A.1.B. HOURS OF INSTRUCTION WILL BE 0730-1600.
4.A.1.C. MAXIMUM SIZE OF CLASS IS 25. IF A MINIMUM OF 10 STUDENTS ARE
NOT IDENTIFIED 45 DAYS PRIOR TO CONVENE DATE, THE COURSE MAY BE
CANCELLED.
4.A.1.D. TARGET RANK IS CPL-SGT. IF SEATS ARE AVAILABLE, LCPLS MAY
ATTEND (IF RECOMMENDED BY COMMAND, AND APPROVED BY THE AMMUNITION
SCHOOL SNCOIC).
4.A.1.E. MOS 2311 IS REQUIRED FOR ALL REGISTERED STUDENTS.
4.A.1.F. STUDENTS WHO MISS MORE THAN 8 HOURS OF CLASS WILL BE
DISMISSED FROM THE COURSE.
4.A.2. ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION FOR THE AMMUNITION MANAGERS (USMC)
COURSE:
4.A.2.A. COURSE CONSISTS OF 12 TRAINING DAYS.
4.A.2.B. MAXIMUM SIZE OF CLASS IS 15 (TECOM-FUNDED QUOTAS). IF A
MINIMUM OF 5 STUDENTS ARE NOT IDENTIFIED 45 DAYS PRIOR TO CONVENE
DATE, THE COURSE MAY BE CANCELLED.
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4.A.2.C. TARGET RANK IS SSGT-MSGT. IF SEATS ARE AVAILABLE, SGTS WHO
ARE SELECTED FOR SSGT MAY ATTEND.
4.A.2.D. STUDENTS WHO MISS MORE THAN 8 HOURS OF CLASS WILL BE
DISMISSED FROM THE COURSE.
4.A.3. NOMINEES MUST BE WITHIN HEIGHT, WEIGHT, AND BODY FAT STANDARDS
IAW MCO 6100.13_. STUDENTS WHO REPORT FOR TRAINING THAT ARE FOUND
NON-COMPLIANT WITH THESE STANDARDS, MAY BY SUBJECT TO ADMINISTRATIVE
ACTION. DUE TO THE INTENSITY AND FREQUENCY OF PT SESSIONS, COMMANDS
ARE HIGHLY ENCOURAGED TO NOMINATE STUDENTS WHO ARE IN A FULL DUTY
STATUS.
4.B. LOGISTICS.
4.B.1. REQUEST HOSTING UNIT COORDINATE THE FOLLOWING LOGISTICAL
ITEMS, IN SUPPORT OF EACH ITERATION OF THE AMMUNITION NONCOMMISSIONED
OFFICER MTT (USMC) COURSE.
4.B.1.A. CLASSROOM TO ACCOMMODATE CLASS SIZE AND VISITORS, EQUIPMENT
TO INCLUDE DESKS, COMPUTERS, TABLES, CHAIRS, AND PROXIMA PROJECTOR.
4.B.1.B. ONE COMPUTER FOR THE INSTRUCTOR (MUST BE CONNECTED TO THE
INTERNET/LAN.)
4.B.1.C. ONE COMPUTER PER STUDENT FOR TESTING. COMPUTERS MUST HAVE CD
ROM DRIVE.
4.B.2. STUDENTS WHO ATTEND CLASSES IDENTIFIED IN PARAGRAPH 3.A. ARE
UNIT FUNDED. STUDENTS WHO ATTEND CLASSES IDENTIFIED IN PARAGRAPH 3.B.
ARE TECOM FUNDED. IN ALL COURSES, UNITS MUST FWD NOMINATIONS VIA
CHAIN OF CMD NLT 45 DAYS PRIOR TO THE CONVENING DATE OF THE CLASS.
4.B.3. BILLETING FOR COURSES HOSTED AT FORT LEE, VA.
4.B.3.A. GOVERNMENT BILLETING IS DIRECTED FOR SERGEANT AND BELOW.
4.B.3.B. BILLETING IS AVAILABLE FOR STAFF SERGEANT AND ABOVE. ON-BASE
LODGING AT FORT LEE MUST BE FIRST CHOICE OF BILLETING FOR THIS COURSE
(FORT LEE LODGING - CONTACT (804) 733-4100 EXT. 2000 OR 2001). IF
BILLETING IS UNAVAILABLE AT FORT LEE LODGING A STATEMENT OF
NON-AVAILABILITY MUST BE OBTAINED PRIOR TO REPORTING TO MARDET FORT
LEE, AND PRIOR TO OBTAINING DEFENSE TRAVEL SYSTEM (DTS) AUTHORIZATION
APPROVAL. IN THE CASE THAT LODGING CANNOT BE LOCATED ABOARD FORT LEE,
IT IS HIGHLY RECOMMENDED THAT THE STUDENT ACQUIRE LODGING IN COLONIAL
HEIGHTS, VIRGINIA.
4.B.4. MESSING FOR COURSES HOSTED AT FORT LEE, VA.
4.B.4.A. MESSING IS DIRECTED FOR SERGEANT AND BELOW.
4.B.4.B. THOSE STAFF SERGEANT AND ABOVE STUDENTS WHO ARE BILLETED IN
FORT LEE LODGING ARE PERMITTED TO SUBSIST IN THE MESSHALL AND WILL
ONLY BE PROVIDED THE GOVERNMENT MEAL RATE (GMR) (CURRENTLY $13.85 PER
DAY). OTHER STAFF SERGEANT AND ABOVE STUDENTS WHO ARE BILLETED IN
LOCAL HOTELS ARE NOT PERMITTED TO SUBSIST IN THE MESSHALL AND WILL
RECEIVE FULL PER DIEM OF $46.00 PER DAY.
4.B.4. TRAINING AND EDUCATION COMMAND (TECOM) DOES NOT FUND RENTAL
CARS. STUDENTS WHO WISH TO OBTAIN A RENTAL CAR, AUTHORIZATION MUST BE
FUNDED BY PARENT UNIT.
4.B.5. UNIFORM REQUIREMENTS.
4.B.5.A. UNIFORM-OF-THE-DAY IS THE SEASONAL MARINE CORPS COMBAT
UTILITY UNIFORM (MCCUU) AND THE APPROPRIATE SEASONAL SERVICE UNIFORM
FOR WEAR ON FRIDAYS.
4.B.5.B. STUDENTS ARE REQUIRED TO HAVE THEIR SEASONAL MARINE CORPS
PHYSICAL TRAINING UNIFORMS AND ARE REQUIRED TO PARTICIPATE IN THE
PHYSICAL FITNESS PROGRAM IN COMPLIANCE WITH MCO 6100.13.
5. COMMAND AND SIGNAL.
5.A. COMMAND. MCD FORT LEE, VA IS THE SUPPORTING COMMAND.
COMMARFORPAC, COMMARFORCOM, AND COMMARFORRES ARE THE SUPPORTED
COMMANDS.
5.B. SIGNAL. MESSAGE IS EFFECTIVE UPON RELEASE.//
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Ammunition Professionals, welcome to the 
Fall 2015 issue of Ammunition Quarterly 
(AQ). In this issue we have highlighted some 

“Hard Chargers” out in the field who have been mak-
ing things happen in climes and places that are hot, 
isolated and not too forgiving. It is frequently ob-
served in this class of supply that ammunition, the 
commodity that makes the point of the spear lethal, 
is often forgotten about until the last minute or it 
is assumed it will just “show up.” With that said, I 
would like to dedicate this issue to the folks who do 
all of the planning, resourcing, shipping, unloading, 
storing, issuing, returning, segregating and keeping 
records on all of these events. The steps that occur to 
get that bullet, grenade, mortar or projectile into the 
operator’s hands is no easy feat. The United States 
Marine Corps’ “Ammunition Professionals” are qui-
etly, without fanfare behind the scenes following 
strict procedures, ensuring safe and reliable ammu-
nition is supplied to the end user. 

Interesting events have occurred here at PM Ammo 
since the last edition. Our organization has under-
gone some changes. We have gone from three divi-
sions to two, promoted some folks, reassigned others 
and are in the midst of collocating the teams within 
the office to better communicate and conduct busi-
ness to support the operations in the office. There 
will be some growing pains as the change is executed, 
however, there will be no effect on support; it should 
be seamless to the outside observer. Just to let every-
one know, this reorganization will not affect the way 
the warfighter is supported.

If you or your organization would like to be featured 
in the next edition, please submit an article. If there 
is something that you would like to see or have ideas 
on how to make the content and illustrations more 
exciting, please pass it on and we will evaluate your 
recommendations for inclusion in the next and fu-
ture editions. Please keep in mind, to make the mag-

azine fresh and exciting and to remain pertinent we 
need your input. If you have an idea, or a major accom-
plishment that you or your unit has done, please send 
it in. Pictures are always welcome with write-ups of the 
event, all we ask is no Classified Information or any-
thing that can be viewed as Operational Security infor-
mation. In the past few months there have been a lot of 
events that have affected the Ammunition Community.

The Marine Corps Ammunition Awards for Calendar 
Year 2015 period is rapidly coming to a close, only a few 
more months are remaining, and if you want to be com-
petitive it is not too late to get your accomplishments 
documented and your Chain of Command informed. It 
is always a great event that is held at the Marine Corps 
Museum. The winners will be recognized at an Awards 
Presentation at the Marine Corps Museum in May.

In closing, I am plugging for articles from the fleet. I 
may sound like a broken record, but the Ammunition 
Community needs to hear from you. Whether you are a 
PFC or LtCol, your opinions, ideas and experiences are 
going to be beneficial to the readers of this magazine. 
What’s more, vital and pertinent information to your 
MOS will languish without your support. You do not 
have to be an English major or Combat Correspondent 
to supply valuable articles and pictures. We promise not 
to completely rewrite your article or judge you on your 
choice of grammar. All we ask is that you use your own 
words (or put in quotation marks any words that aren’t 
your own and tell us who said/wrote it first!). Pictures 
can tell a thousand words, so the more the better. Re-
member, you get an official “I was published in Ammo 
Quarterly” coffee mug for any article that makes it to 
the magazine. Send articles to AmmoMail@usmc.mil.

Thanks for your readership, and keep those articles 
coming.

Semper Submarine

NOTES FROM THE EDITOR
By David Denomy, Editor, Ammunition Quarterly; 
Plans, Operations, and Safety Division; 
Program Manager for Ammunition, Marine Corps Systems Command 
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MISSION
In support of the National Strategic Plan and Defense Planning 
Goals, PM Ammo will conduct/leverage research, development 

and acquisition activities and execute post-production total 
life cycle management support for all conventional ground 

ammunition required by Marine forces to train for and 
successfully conduct Expeditionary Maneuver Warfare.

Our mission is clear—to introduce military munitions into the 
Marine Corps stockpile and manage all facets thereafter. From 
formulating budgets and developing acquisition strategies to 
procuring and disposing of munitions, PM Ammo supports the 
complete or total life cycle of ground conventional ammunition 

and explosives for our Corps.


